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Abstract—Offloading the dynamic tasks with fog com-
puting is envisioned as a viable option for prolonging
resource-limited constraints and improving the computa-
tional and communicational latency for delay-sensitive IoT
applications. Besides, the priority of tasks and the target
layers for offloading them to minimize the incurred service
latency is a prime concern in layered computing architec-
ture. To leverage the efficiency of the underlying computing
nodes for the tasks’ heterogeneity and computational re-
quirements with deadline constraints, this article presents
a fuzzy logic technique to prioritize the tasks based on
their resource requirements and associated deadline. For
efficient scheduling, an elitism-based multipopulation Jaya
is proposed to map these disparate groups of tasks to a
cluster amalgamation of computational-rich heterogeneous
computing nodes. Moreover, a compatibility-based heuris-
tic offloading strategy is devised to determine compatible
computing nodes to offload the computations considering
the availability of resources and communicational time from
the respective IoT devices. Finally, extensive simulations
are carried out with conflicting scheduling parameters ap-
praising the efficacy of the proposed strategy over existing
algorithms. The percentages of improvements of the pro-
posed algorithm over the compared algorithms are 35% and
28% for average waiting. time and average service latency,
respectively.

Index Terms—Deadline, fog computing, fuzzy logic, IoT,
latency, priority-aware, task offloading.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A TREMENDOUS latency-sensitive data are generated ev-
ery day from the widespread deployment of distributed

IoT devices, which requires to be processed in no time due to the
associated deadline However, while processing in cloud nodes, it
incurs a huge transmission delay and network congestion due to
the physical gap between IoT devices and cloud servers [1]–[3].
Therefore, fog computing has evolved as a promising technology
to leverage the inherent limitations of cloud computing. In tradi-
tional fog-assisted computing, the generated tasks from the IoT
devices are offloaded to the computing nodes for processing via
the intermediate nodes. However, the primary consensus of fog
computing is to process the deadline-aware computations by the
computational-rich resources to minimize the communicational
latency [5]. Moreover, computing nodes take different process-
ing times due to the disparate requirements of tasks generated
by IoT devices. Besides, deadline-based tasks can be hard- and
soft-deadline-based tasks. In addition, the priority constraint is
associated with each task due to the sensitivity of the information
for such applications. These tasks need to be offloaded onto the
respective target layer for efficient processing while meeting the
required QoS objectives. Therefore, to address these two critical
yet sensitive issues, this research uses a fuzzy logic strategy to
determine the target layers considering tasks requirements (e.g.,
task size, associated deadline, network bandwidth, and delay
sensitivity). Moreover, the tasks with high priority and hard
deadlines are not suitable for processing in the local fog nodes
due to fog nodes’ computational and storage-limited capabili-
ties. Therefore, it compels to offload the tasks onto the cloud
layer based on their requirements while meeting the desired
deadline and QoS constraints. Thus, a layered framework, such
as IoT-fog-cloud architecture is more efficient for processing
the latency-sensitive tasks by the resource-intensive computing
nodes while satisfying the QoS criteria.

The primary objective of this research is to design a latency-
aware offloading strategy for minimizing the latency considering
tasks’ priorities while meeting the deadline and other conflicting
QoS constraints. Besides, it aims to reduce the service rate
while maximizing resource utilization. The contributions of this
research are enlisted as follows.

1) Implement a strategy to minimize the offloading time
for latency-sensitive applications considering deadline,
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latency constraints, and resource heterogeneity for con-
current execution of dependent tasks.

2) Devise a model using fuzzy logic for classifying tasks and
determining the target layers for offloading them.

3) Propose an elitism-based multipopulation Jaya (EMPJ)
algorithm to map the dynamic tasks onto multicluster fog
nodes for scheduling to have optimal results.

A plethora of literature [2]–[12], [21]–[23] has implemented
various offloading strategies to address this issue. However,
all these existing strategies have not considered delay-sensitive
tasks with the associated deadline and priority. The computing
nodes can process fewer tasks without any deadline or delay.
Nonetheless, the latency-sensitive applications nowadays gener-
ate most of the tasks with disparate high-end requirements (such
as deadline, priority, delay, etc.), which need to be processed
by computationally efficient nodes to reduce the transmission
latency. Most of the existing research assumed independent tasks
with homogeneous resources without considering the dependent
and priority-aware tasks with heterogeneous resources.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system architecture followed by the computational
model. The proposed latency-aware task prioritization and of-
floading strategy are discussed in Section III. Section IV demon-
strates the performance evaluations with comparative analysis.
Finally, Section V concludes this article.

II. FRAMEWORK FOR FOG-CLOUD OF THINGS AND

MODEL FORMULATION

A. System Architecture

A three-layered hierarchical framework (see Fig. 1) consisting
of three tiers, such as the IoT layer (Tier 1), fog layer (Tier 2),
and cloud layer (Tier 3), is considered. The working nature of
each layer is illustrated as follows.

First, the IoT layer consists of different smart devices that
generate a bulk amount of data through terminal nodes, sen-
sors, actuators, and embedded systems implanted in IoT smart
devices. The data are associated with disparate specifications
(deadline, priority, latency rate, length, etc.). Due to the limited
computing and storage capacity, it gathers and offloads these
tasks to either the fog layer or the cloud layer through the edge
of the network (fog layer 1).

Second, the fog layer is divided into two sublayers, i.e., fog
layer 1 and fog layer 2. Fog layer 1 is considered as the edge of
the network consisting of intermediate nodes, such as routers,
switches, called gateways for routing the packets generated from
IoT devices to fog layer 2 or cloud layer. Besides, fuzzy logic
is implemented in this layer to prioritize and classify the tasks
by determining the target layers for offloading. Next, fog layer 2
consists of numerous computing nodes (fog nodes) distributed
geographically across this layer. All the fog nodes are clustered
to form a multicluster strategy to process different tasks with
disparate requirements. A cluster encompasses a mix of homoge-
neous and heterogeneous resources to meet the QoS objectives.
Within a cluster, all the fog nodes are synchronized with a cluster
head (CH). All the CHs of the fog layer 2 are connected with a
primary controller, called the fog controller (FC). Moreover, the

Fig. 1. Three-layered framework for IoT-fog-cloud.

FC consists of a load balancer, which distributes the loads evenly
among clusters, a task buffer, which keeps all the ready tasks in a
queue, and a resource monitor, which monitors the degree of con-
sumption and availability of fog nodes collaboratively with each
CH. Each cluster is having a scheduler managing the allocation
and offloading of tasks from the fuzzy logic architecture (FLA).

Third, the cloud layer is primarily responsible for storing and
processing the high-end tasks (high priority and hard deadline) to
minimize the service time as well as latency to meet the deadline.
This layer consists of centralized, computationally rich virtual
machines (VMs) as computing nodes [13].

B. Computational Model

1) Task Model: A three-layered IoT-fog-cloud continuum is
considered in which the number of D Internet-enabled devices
(called IoT devices) denoted as D = {1, 2, . . . , m} and an
array of M fog nodes denoted as M = {1, 2, . . . , m} are
geographically distributed across fog layer 2. Furthermore, a set
of S intermediate nodes denoted as S = {1, 2, . . . , m} is
deployed in the fog layer 1 for task routing to suitable fog nodes
or cloud VMs. Moreover, a series of H cloud VMs denoted
as H = {1, 2, . . .m} are deployed in a centralized cloud
datacenter. We assume that the memory usage and the CPU fre-
quency of fog nodes are lower than the cloud VMs. Consider a set
of dependent tasks denoted as T = {1, 2, . . . n} is generated
by the deployment of the IoT devices and expressed in million
instructions. Based on the requirements (priority, deadline, and
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Fig. 2. Illustration of task-resource graph.

latency), tasks are processed locally in the fog layer or remotely
by cloud VMs. Therefore, we denote the task mapping matrix
as X = Rn ×|D×M×H| , where the task-resource (i, j) entry
is represented as Xj

i = {1, 0} , i ∈ n, j ∈ m(M ∪H). In this
mapping, 1 indicates the assignment of ith task on jth computing
node and otherwise.

A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is used to represent the
interdependency among tasks in a multiprocessing environment.
It is denoted as G = {v, E, τ, ϕ}, where v is the set of
vertices represented as vij = {v11, v12, . . . , vnm} , i ∈ n, j ∈
m(D ∪M ∪H), E is the set of edges between two vertices,
τ is the set of vertex weights that represents completion time,
and ϕ is the set of edge weights that represents transmission
time. The time required to transmit the interdependent data to
the dependent task is referred to as the transmission time or
data communication cost. The cost between two tasks is zero if
both of them are processed by the same computing node. For
instance, an edge (e(vij , vkj) ∈ E) between vertices vij and
vkj represents that the task k should get executed only after the
execution of task i.

Fig. 2 illustrates a random task-resource graph with seven
tasks and three computing nodes for a multiprocessing environ-
ment. In the graph, each vertex represents a pair of task-resource
mapping and each edge between two consecutive vertices rep-
resents the interdependencies among them. The vertices high-
lighted in green color are called the entry (T7) and the exit (T3)
vertices.

2) Latency-Aware Model: A task gets associated with the
latency or delay when it is forwarded to a corresponding layer for
processing and acknowledging it. Therefore, the latency rate for
each type of task varies accordingly. For instance, the time taken
to offload and process a task remotely would not be the same for
those tasks executed and processed locally. The degree of latency
for any task i offloaded by an IoT device d is characterized
by three factors, such as transmission time, computation time,
and acknowledgment time. Therefore, it can be estimated as the
summation of the transmission latency for both fog and cloud
layers.

a) Service latency in the fog layer: The service delay
for a task i offloaded by an IoT device d indicates the service
time to get responded by a fog node and is estimated as the
aggregate of the following:

1) transmission latency for a task i to any jth fog node
(LFog

T (i, j));
2) computation latency for a task i to any jth fog node;
3) acknowledgment latency for a task i to the IoT device

(LF _Iot
Ack(i)); and

4) the delay incurred by migrating the task i to the cloud
(LCloud

Migrate(i,j)).
It is expressed as follows:

LFog = LFog
T (i, j) + LFog

C(i, j) + LF _Iot
Ack(i) + αLCloud

Migrate(i, j)

+ LCloud_F
Ack(i) . (1)

Here, α( = T i
sent
T ) is the ratio of total tasks sent from the fog

layer to the cloud, and LCloud_F
Ack(i) is the acknowledgment for the

migrated task i from the cloud to the jth fog node.
b) Service latency in the cloud layer: The high-end

tasks are forwarded to the cloud via gateways S for processing.
Thus, it also incurs some transmission delay as well as compu-
tation delay. Therefore, the total service latency experienced in
the cloud layer is the sum of the following:

1) the transmission latency of transmitting the task i to the
jth VM (LCloud

T (i, j));
2) the computation latency of processing the task i on the

jth VM (LCloud
C(i, j)); and

3) the transmission latency of acknowledging the IoT device
d for the ith task (LCld_Iot

Ack(i)).
Therefore, the total latency of the cloud is expressed as

LCloud = LCloud
T (i, j) + LCloud

C(i, j) + LCld_Iot
Ack(i) . (2)

1) Transmission latency for offloading: The transmission
latency to offload a task i to any jth fog node or cloud
VM is estimated as follows:

LT (i, j) = Leni × LNW . (3)

Here, Leni is the length of the ith task, and LNW is the delay
caused by transmitting a single byte of the task to the respective
node.

2) Computational latency: The computation latency of a task
i on the jth node is estimated as follows:

LC(i, j) = Leni × SR (j)

NT (j)
. (4)

Here, SR(j) and NT (j) are the service rate of the jth fog
node and the total number of tasks allocated to the jth fog node,
respectively.

3) Migration latency: The delay caused by migrating the
task to the cloud in an adverse situation is estimated as
follows:

LCloud
Migrate(i, j) = Leni ×

(
LNW +

SR (j)

NT (j)

)
. (5)

4) Acknowledgment latency: The transmission latency to
send an acknowledgment from the fog and cloud directly
to the IoT device is estimated as follows:

LAck (i, j) = Leni × LNW . (6)
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III. PROPOSED LATENCY-AWARE TASKS PRIORITIZATION AND

OFFLOADING (LTPO)

This section elucidates the proposed latency-aware task prior-
itization and offloading strategy in a three-layered architecture
followed by the proposed problem formulation. This proposed
strategy consists of three phases as follows: (a) Task prioritiza-
tion, (b) task scheduling, and (c) task offloading. The first phase
deals with the assignment of the priority and determines the
target offloading layer using an FLA. The second phase proposes
an EMPJ algorithm for the task scheduling on the underlying
computing nodes (M ∪H), whereas the third phase deals with
the offloading of tasks if a computing node is overloaded or fails.
The problem is formulated as follows.

A. Problem Formulation

For maintaining the service latency and makespan trade-
off, the task scheduling in fog–cloud architecture is modeled
as a DAG G = {v, E, τ, ϕ}. The set M{12, . . . ,m} ∪
H{12, . . . ,m} ∈ v consists of fog and cloud computing nodes,
and T{12, . . . , n} ∈ v is the number of tasks. Each i(∈ T )
in a vertex is a particle to be assigned to a computing node
(M |H) in the vertex. Each edge e = {vi, vj} represents the
interdependency among tasks in the considered multiprocessing
environment. We assume that the incurred latency and comple-
tion time depend on the distance between vi and vj , and the
current load of the node.

The objective of this research is to find the optimal mapping
(Xj

i ) of tasks to the underlying computing nodes to reduce the
service latency and the degree of makespan. Consequently, the
hard deadline (TH

i ) and the soft deadline (TS
i ) based tasks are

to be allocated to the cloud VMs j ∀j ∈ H and collaborative
fog nodes j, ∃j ∈ M to reduce the overall offloading time and
service latency. However, the tasks without a deadline and low
latency are offloaded to local fog nodes j, ∃j ∈ M . Therefore,
the problem of task scheduling for our research can be mod-
eled as follows: for a given set of tasks and computing nodes
(M ∪H), a task i is assigned to a jth computing node. When it
is assigned, a great deal of service latency and completion time
is experienced with low resource utilization. Therefore, the ob-
jective is to reduce the service latency (Loffloading

ij ) (transmission,
computation, and acknowledgment) and makespan (ℵj).

Makespan (ℵ ) can be defined as the maximum of all the com-
pletion time allocated to a jth computing node and expressed in
milliseconds. If the completion time of the ith task on the jth
computing node is denoted as CTij , then the makespan (ℵ) for
a jth computing node is expressed in (7), where Li is the length
of the task Ti and PTj is the processing time of jth node

ℵ = max
∑

CTij

(
=

Li

PTj

)
, s. t. ∀ (M ∪H) . (7)

The mathematical formulation of the objective function is as
follows:

minimize Loffloading
ij + ℵj ∀i ∈ T ∀j ∈ (D ∪M ∪H) (8)

Fig. 3. Task prioritization at fog layer 1.

subject to the following constraints:

n∑
i = 0

Lij ×Xj
i ≤ CT ∀j ∈ D ∀i ∈ (

TH
i ∪ TS

i

)
(8a)

UCPU
i andUMM

i ≤ dCPU+MM
j , ∀i ∈ T,

∀j {1, 2, . . . ,m} ∈ (M ∪H) (8b)

Xj
i ∈ {1, 0} (8c)

|T |∑
i = 1

Xj
i = 1 ∀i ∈ T (8d)

LT (i, j) ≥ 0, and LAck(i) ≥ 0. (8e)

Constraint (8a) states that the associated deadline must be
greater than the total completion time of the tasks. Constraint
(8b) implies that the CPU frequency and the memory usage of
a task should be less or equal to the jth computing node. Con-
straint (8c) represents the optimal mapping with discrete values.
Constraint (8d) ensures that each task would be allocated to at
most one computing node. Finally, constraint (8e) guarantees
that the transmission time (LT (i, j)) and the acknowledgment
time (LAck(i)) should not be negative.

B. Tasks Prioritization

Each task is associated with some priority and deadline
constraints. It is essential to classify the tasks based on their
requirements and determine the target layers for offloading
them to meet the QoS objectives. For task scheduling in a
multiprocessing environment, reducing the incurred delay and
meeting the deadline are two crucial factors. In this model, tasks
are prioritized based on their requirements by the task classifier
(see Fig. 3) at the fog layer 1. Besides, the fuzzy logic determines
the target layers (see Fig. 4) for offloading in order to reduce the
associated delay and the completion time while satisfying the
deadline constraint. As shown in Fig. 3, the generated tasks
from IoT devices are arrived and placed in a global queue
(denoted as Q). Based on the tasks’ requirements, we categorize
each task into three groups, such as Group P1, Group P2, and
Group P3 using a FLA. This grouping of tasks facilitates the
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Fig. 4. Offloading decisions using FLA.

concurrent execution of each task at different layers thereby pre-
venting aging and starvation in a multiprocessing environment.
So, Group P1 consists of all the tasks with high priority and
hard deadline. These tasks require more resource-intensive and
memory-intensive computing nodes for processing. Therefore,
this category of tasks is processed by cloud VMs (denoted
as Q1) due to the resource-intensive nodes to minimize the
average completion time thereby minimizing the service latency.
Group P2 encompasses tasks with intermediate-priority and soft
deadline. This type of task does not comply with the deadline by
compromising the service latency and is acceptable if a task fails
to meet the deadline. Therefore, this category of tasks requires a
mix of homogeneous and heterogeneous nodes to be processed.
Hence, collaborative fog nodes (denoted as Q2) are suitable for
processing such tasks. Finally, GroupP3 consists of low-priority
without deadlines requiring not much resource and memory
capacity for getting serviced. Thus, it will be processed locally
at local fog nodes (denoted as Q3).

The proposed FLA shown in Fig. 4 consists of three primary
units, such as fuzzy inputs, fuzzification, and defuzzification.
Fuzzy inputs are the initial parameters of the fuzzification pro-
cess. Based on the tasks’ requirements, four input parameters
are considered, such as task size (MI), latency sensitivity, dead-
line sensitivity, and network bandwidth. Each factor represents
the tasks’ heterogeneity for scheduling in fog-cloud of things.
These input parameters are represented as lexical variables in
the form of high, medium, and low. We assume that the hard
and soft deadlines are represented with high and medium, and
a task without a deadline is characterized as low. The fuzzifier
in the fuzzification process accepts all the input parameters and
computes against fuzzy membership functions defined in the
fuzzy knowledge base. Membership functions are used to access
the linguistic value for each fuzzy input. Four membership
functions based on tasks’ requirements and three specifications
(high, med, and low) are defined. Furthermore, input parameters
are processed by an inference engine. This engine generates
fuzzy inferences or rules comprising a set of simple if-else
conditions by covering all the probabilities of the system as
well as application specifications. For instance, an inference
Ii, i ∈ { 1, 2, . . . , n} can be expressed as if the task size is low
AND the latency sensitivity is low AND the deadline sensitivity
is low AND the network bandwidth is low THEN offload the

TABLE I
OBTAINED FUZZY INFERENCES

corresponding task to the local fog node, and otherwise. The
resulted inferences are presented in Table I. Defuzzification is
then performed to transform the fuzzy inferences into suitable
values based on membership functions.

C. Tasks Scheduling

Since task scheduling is an NP-hard problem due to the
involvement of the numerous conflicting QoS objectives, an
efficient yet powerful technique is essential in the proposed
three-layered architecture to minimize the waiting time and
completion time. Therefore, we consider an EMPJ metaheuristic
optimization algorithm for the optimal scheduling of tasks on
the computing nodes. It is an extension of the standard Jaya
algorithm to alleviate the performance. This algorithm is suitable
for our proposed problem because it deals with multipopulation
analogous to the multiple clusters in the fog layer. Moreover, it
trades off between exploration and exploitation by evading the
worst solutions. The new population (Pnew) is generated through
the old population (Pold) in the following:

Pnew = round (Pold + r × Pold) . (9)

Each particle in the problem space undergoes a fitness func-
tion to get evaluated to find the best position among themselves.
Afterward, each particle updates its position according to its
fitness value using (8). If Xk

q, i is the current position of the qth
variable for the ith particle in the kth iteration, then the updated
position (X̄k

q, i) is estimated using the following:

X̄k
q, i = Xk

q, i + n1

(
Xk

q, besti −
∣∣Xk

q, i

∣∣)

− n2

(
Xk

q, worsti −
∣∣Xk

q, i

∣∣) . (10)
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Algorithm 1: Task Scheduling Algorithm Using Binary
EMPJ.

Input Number of IoT devices Dj , number of dynamic
dependent tasks Ti, number of computing nodes
Nj , j ∈ (M ∪H).

Output Optimal mapping Xj
i of task Ti to a

computationally efficient computing node Nj .

1. for i = 1: n, evaluate particles’ fitness through (8);
if(F < BESTi)

Set the new fitness value as the BESTi;
2. for i = 1: n, find an updated class of positioning by

estimating particles’ position using (10);
3. Modify the solution by transforming current solutions

into discrete solutions through (11) and (12);
4. continue till the maximum iteration is reached;

while (maximum iteration �= met)
Produce a new series of the population through (9);

if (Pnew > Pold)
augment the optimal solutions in the new
population to the (Pnew − Pold) solutions;

else if (Pnew < Pold)
augment the optimal solutions in the current
population to the Pnew solutions;

else if (Pnew < m)
assign Pnew = m;

else
Output the optimal mapping;

5. Return the optimal solution as the efficient mapping of
tasks to computing nodes;

Here, n1 and n2 are the arbitrary numbers (0.5), Xk
q, besti and

Xk
q, worsti are the best and the worst solutions for the ith particle

in the kth iteration.
All these generated continuous solutions are not suitable to

represent the assignment matrix (Xj
i ). Hence, these are trans-

formed into binary solutions for mapping tasks onto resources
with discrete values. It is computed using the following:

tanh
(∣∣ X̄k

q, i

∣∣) = e(|2 X̄k
q, i|) − 1

e(|2 X̄k
q, i|) + 1

. (11)

The updated value ofXk+1
i is then represented in binary form

using the following:

X̄k
q, i =

{
1, if rand() < tanh

(∣∣ X̄k
q, i

∣∣)
0, otherwise

. (12)

Algorithm 1 illustrates the proposed EMPJ algorithm.

D. Tasks Offloading

For the task offloading, it has been assumed that the fog nodes,
as well as the Cloud VMs, are connected with all the intermediate
nodes at the edge of the network. We assume that the CH of each
cluster synchronizes with either other CHs or cloud information
service for the offloading of heavy computation-intensive tasks.

Here, a heuristic approach is used for identifying a compatible
computing node for each overloaded task to maintain the tradeoff
among loads. So, the proposed heuristic identifies a compatible
node j for the overloaded taskTk, which meets the deadline with
minimum transmission and computation time.

For the migration, several processing cores (CPU), storage,
and bandwidth are the resource usage constraints for each task
(denoted as

−→
Ti) to be offloaded on a jth computing node.

Therefore, the total resources used (
−−−−→
Rused,j) and the total re-

sources available (
−−−−→
Ravail,j) for each underloaded computing node

Au
j {∈ (M ∪H)} is estimated as follows:

−−−−→
Rused,j =

n∑
i=1

−→
Ti (13)

−−−−→
Ravail,j =

−−→
Rtotal −−−−−→

Rused,j . (14)

Here,
−−→
Rtotal is the total resources of the jth underloaded node

Au
j .
Finding the similarity between the tasks of overloaded nodes

(T o
k ) and the underloaded nodes (Au), cosine similarity (σ) is

evaluated using (15). The smaller value of σ means the greater
similarity between tasks (T o

k ) with total resources. Now, the
compatibility (θ) between each task with the underloaded nodes
(Au) is estimated to identify a suitable computing node based on
the cosine similarity value and the degree of utilization. Hence,
with the best compatibility, a suitable computing node for a task
Tk is selected using (16), where β is set to 0.5

σ = cos−1

⎛
⎝ −→

Tk ×−−−−→
Ravail, j∣∣∣−→Tk

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣−−−−→Ravail, j

∣∣∣

⎞
⎠ (15)

θ = β × σ + (1 − β)× Uj . (16)

The proposed heuristic-based tasks offloading policy main-
tains the tradeoff by preventing the computing nodes from
getting overloaded or underloaded and selecting the most com-
patible node for the tasks offloading based on resource usage
factors and the degree of utilization.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

This section illustrates the performance evaluation of the
proposed strategy and the comparative assessment of the existing
literature [14]–[19] in terms of average waiting time, average
latency rate, and the number of tasks meeting the deadline
constraint.

A. Simulation Setup

We consider 60 IoT devices deployed widely that produce
tremendous tasks in a span of Δt time with disparate lengths
ranging from 0 to 15 000 (MI). To process these enormous,
computational-intensive tasks, various fog nodes and VMs with
disparate specifications are deployed in fog and cloud layers,
respectively. The transmission bandwidth from IoT devices to
the fog nodes and VMs is 102 400 Hz. Empirical simulations for
each considered objective are carried out with 30 independent
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 5. Performance analysis of average waiting time (a) of different
deadlines and (b) (tasks x nodes) heterogeneity.

runs and the mean values are considered for finding the optimal
results. For the simulations, the iFogSim is used as a simula-
tor over the CloudSim for enabling a virtualized environment.
We assume 50 particles as the population size and 100 as the
maximum termination point for the binary EMPJ algorithm. A
real-world benchmark dataset [20] is considered to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. This dataset consists
of the diverse tests set, such as uniformly generated data (u),
nature of consistency (x) [consistent (i), semiconsistent (s),
and inconsistent (i) tasks], tasks heterogeneity (t), and machine
heterogeneity (m). These diversified tasks are represented in
a matrix called the estimated time to compute matrix. This
matrix consists of 12 instances of tasks set based on the tasks’
requirements in the form of u_x_tm subject to high (h) and low
(l). Table II summarizes the considered simulation parameters.

B. Performance Analysis on Average Waiting Time

This time refers to the time taken by each task while waiting in
the ready queue till getting allocated to the compatible comput-
ing node for computation. This time impacts the performance,
especially when the tasks are of different types with disparate
requirements. Therefore, this time should be reduced to improve
the overall performance. Problems like starvation and aging
could be possible for both high and low priority-based tasks. Due
to the concurrent execution of these tasks by computationally
intensive computing nodes on different target layers, these two
problems have been avoided to maintain a minimized waiting
time. Fig. 5 depicts the performance of the average waiting time
for different existing algorithms.

Fig. 6. Performance analysis of average latency rate (a) for different
deadlines and (b) (tasks x nodes) heterogeneity.

Fig. 5(a) illustrates the waiting time for the tasks with dif-
ferent deadlines. As depicted in Fig. 5(a), the time taken by
hard-deadline-based tasks is less in comparison to the soft-and-
no-deadline-based tasks due to the associated priorities, different
requirements, and computation by disparate computationally-
intensive nodes. Fig. 5(b) presents the obtained simulation
results for the proposed algorithm with the existing methods
[14]–[16]. It is evident that the proposed method tackles the tasks
with different latencies and deadlines effectively. Consequently,
the waiting time for each task is considerably reduced, which in
turn impacts the average waiting time. Moreover, the proposed
method outperforms other compared methods.

C. Performance Analysis on Average Latency Rate

This factor minimizes the latency time for each task on com-
pletion during offloading, computation, and acknowledgment.
So, this rate influences the performance of the system. Due to
the disparate requirements of tasks, this parameter varies for
different groups of tasks. When the size of the tasks increases
along with their communicational and computational require-
ments, it becomes difficult to reduce the associated latency.
Therefore, the proposed approach uses a FLA to determine the
offloading layer for processing to minimize the average latency.
Moreover, Fig. 6(a) shows the performance analysis of tasks with
different deadlines for increasing tasks. It depicts that the latency
time of higher priority (hard deadline) based tasks is lower
than the lower priority or without priority. Fig. 6(b) presents
the performance comparison for the average latency rate of the
proposed method versus the existing methods [14], [16]–[18].
The proposed method reduces the latency time considerably
for the increasing tasks with disparate deadlines, delays, and
priorities.

D. Performance Analysis on Several Tasks Meeting the
Deadline

This constraint implies that the tasks satisfy their deadline
with their requirements. This factor primarily depends on the
average waiting time in the ready queue and the transmission
time of each task on different target layers for processing.
Fig. 7(a) depicts the satisfying rate for hard-deadline-based
tasks. It is clear from the results that the time taken for meeting
the deadline for hard-deadline-based tasks is lower than the
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Fig. 7. Average number of tasks satisfying their deadlines. (a) Hard
deadline. (b) Soft deadline.

soft-deadline-based tasks [see Fig. 7(b)]. In a hard-deadline-
based approach, the tasks meet their required deadline while
processing on a compatible computing node. In some cases,
the soft-deadline-based tasks fail to meet the deadline due to
the resource-limited, and computationally ill nodes. Therefore,
the failed tasks are then offloaded to compatible target lay-
ers. Fig. 7(b) shows the performance analysis of the proposed
method for soft-deadline-based tasks. As a result, the proposed
method performs better than the compared methods [14], [16],
[19] for a varying number of tasks.

The percentages of improvements of the proposed algorithm
over the compared algorithms are 35% and 28% for average
waiting time and average service latency, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

This article addressed the task prioritization and offloading
policy in a three-layered architecture with a fuzzy logic. The
primary objective of this research was to reduce the average
waiting time and incurred latency while satisfying the deadline
constraints. Moreover, the proposed strategy considered the pri-
ority of each task and placed them in the corresponding queues
to be scheduled by one of the compatible nodes. The concurrent
execution of each type of task in different target layers prevented
starvation and aging. Besides, it used a binary EMPJ algorithm
to schedule the varying tasks to find the optimal mapping.
Both the tasks’ and machines’ heterogeneity were considered
to appraise the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. The obtained
experimental results showed the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm over other compared algorithms for disparate QoS
conflicting objectives.

As a part of future work, we plan to expand it by deploying
containers in place of VMs and shifting toward serverless com-
puting at the fog layer for more diversified and optimal results
while satisfying the intensive-rich data.
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